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Yash Nics’s mouth raised slightly: “You want me to give you an explanation, OK, I will give
you an explanation.”

Yash Nics finished speaking, took out his mobile phone and directly called Zuntao Donglin in
Jiangnan Province , Said coldly: “Old Tao, do you know a guy named Lin Hai?”

“I heard that his business is very big and it’s not clean. You can check him out!”

Provincial respect Tao Donglin just listened to it. Big!

He cursed his mother in his heart, Lin Hai, you bastard, who is not good to offend, but to
provoke this big man, you are looking for death!

However, Lin Hai is the top ten rich man in Jiangnan, and he creates a lot of tax revenue for
Jiangnan every year.

So Tao Donglin quickly persuaded Yash Nics not to get angry, and he said that he wanted to
say something to Lin Hai.

Yash Nics handed the phone to Lin Hai: “Old Tao told you to listen to the phone!”

Old Tao?

Who!

Lin Hai answered the phone suspiciously. As soon as the person on the phone said the first
sentence, he shook all over and said with a trembling, “Master Tao!”

Gao Qian heard her husband’s exclamation. His face changed drastically, and he looked at
Yash Nics in horror.



what?

Yash Nics unexpectedly knows Master Shengzun!

Moreover, Yash Nics seemed to be speaking to Master Shengzun in the same tone as her
superiors to subordinates.

This discovery made Gao Qian’s body begin to tremble, realizing that he might have caused
a catastrophe.

Sure enough, when Lin Hai listened to the phone, he kept bending over and nodding.

His face was full of horror, and he kept saying: “Yes, yes… I know I know… I will apologize
and ask him for forgiveness…”

In the end, Lin Hai, with white lips and cold sweat on his head, handed the phone back to
Yash Nics with a trembling hand, with a trembling voice in his voice: “Mr. Yash, Master
Shengzun said he wanted to say something to you.”

Yash Nics was indifferent. He took the phone: “Hey!”

Tao Donglin said with a smile: “Marshal, that bastard Lin Hai already knows that he is afraid,
I have asked him to admit his mistakes.”

“If he has a good attitude, you can consider forgiving him.

” If you are still dissatisfied, I will deal with him severely.”

Yash Nics hung up without comment.

Lin Hai and his wife had already disappeared from the arrogance they had just now, instead
they became extremely apprehensive. They apologized to Yash Nics tremblingly.

Lin Hai said with difficulty: “Mr. Yash, I was wrong. Please don’t remember the villain, please
spare me?”

Gao Qian also trembled and said, “Mr. Yash, I was also wrong. I don’t dare to drive
indiscriminately anymore. I am here to make amends.”



Yash Nics pointed to the position of the flagpole on the sports field, and said coldly:
“Kindergarten children make mistakes, and they usually have to stop here. . ” ”

since you and your wife left standing next past the flagpole, to kindergarten children to be a
negative role model. parents will be left standing to end, and then you get out. ”

scene kindergarten principal teachers, parents and students who heard Yash Nics’s words
widened.

Yash Nics actually punished Lin Hai, the top ten rich man in Jiangnan!

This, this is too hard to laugh or cry, right?

What made everyone even more stunned was that Lin Hai and Gao Qian both dared not
refuse, bowed their heads, stood honestly under the flagpole, and thought about it.

Yash Nics smiled and said to the children at the scene: “You will be punished if you do bad
things. Students must abide by discipline in the future and don’t learn from them to do bad
things.” The

teachers and students of the school, as well as a large number of parents, couldn’t help but
applaud. .

Yash Nics really taught the children a vivid lesson!

Lin Hai and Gao Qian’s couple lowered their heads, embarrassed and indignant. They really
wanted to die.
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Lin Hai and Gao Qian and his wife are estimated to be the most embarrassing for many
years.

Embarrassingly stood under the flagpole for more than an hour, until the end of the
kindergarten parent meeting.



They obtained Yash Nics’s consent, and then they flee in a desperate manner as if they were
granted an amnesty.

Before, Yash Nics made a phone call to close his dozens of chain stores in ten minutes, and
Chen Jiandong was inexplicably folded in front of Yash Nics.

Lin Hai suspects that Yash Nics’s identity is unusual!

Today he is almost certain that Yash Nics is definitely not simple, otherwise Xing Zun would
not be so respectful and obedient to Yash Nics.

Lin Hai and his wife came to Mannity this time, first to visit relatives, but to solve the
problem of the seizure of your lady chain store.

But after discovering that Yash Nics’s identity was extraordinary, the couple was too
frightened to stay in Mannity.

On the same day, he fled back to the provincial capital, intending to be a man with his tail
clipped.

Lin Hai was notified immediately after returning to the provincial capital.

Chen Xiong, the head of the Yash family in the north, has visited Jiangnan and has now lived
in the Mountain Resort. He called to see Lin Hai.

Ye Chen is here!

Lin Hai knew how powerful these giants in the north were, and even knew that Chen Xiong
was cruel, so he hurried to see Chen Xiong at the Mountain Resort.

When Chen Xiong saw Lin Hai, he calmly asked about Chen Jiandong’s accident.

Lin Hai told the story of the incident, but this guy was very cunning and deliberately
concealed his doubt that Yash Nics’s identity was not simple.

On the one hand, he was not sure what Yash Nics was coming from, and on the other hand,
he hated Yash Nics to death.

Therefore, he is still looking forward to using Chen Xiong’s hand to kill Yash Nics!



After listening to Lin Hai’s words, Chen Xiong frowned slightly: “It seems that the reason
why my son Chen Jiandong was planted in Jiangnan this time was just because he was
unlucky. He happened to hit a military exercise and was killed as a gangster.”

“It’s not Yash Nics’s. How powerful is the little beast!”

Lin Hai accompanied him and said cautiously, “Master Chen, tomorrow is the 70th birthday
of Jiangnan Commander Liu Zhenping’s father.”

“Is Yash Nics having anything to do with the military? You can go and wish Grandpa Liu his
birthday. Inquire at the same time, and you won’t know.”

Chen Xiong’s eyes lit up when he heard the words: “I have had several connections with
General Liu Zhenping before, and I barely know each other. This time I wished his father his
birthday. Ning Dixie. ”

Mannity City!

Dian Chu is reporting to Yash Nics on the phone.

Dianchu said, “Young master, those guys from the Yash family have all been sent to the
northern frontiers for labor reform.”

Yash Nics said lightly, “Okay!” Dianchu said, ”

One more thing, tomorrow will be the father of Jiangnan Commander Liu Zhenping. .? 70
birthday you a good relationship with Liu Zhenping, I do not know whether or not to prepare
a gift in the past, ”

Ning heard laughing:” Oh, I’m in the south this time, no less trouble to the old Liu. ” ”

I told He is a fellow, and he is also known as a brother in private on weekdays. Since
tomorrow is the 70th birthday of Mr. Liu, I will personally celebrate the birthday!”

“Dian Chu, you can arrange for me.”

Dian Chu said in a deep voice, “Yes!”

Yash Nics said



indifferently: ” Are there anything else?” “Yes!” Dian Chu said cautiously: “Master, Chen
Xiong learned of Chen Jiandong’s death, and led the Yash family’s four tigers, and a group of
capable men, came to Jiangnan aggressively. It seems to be looking for you to settle the
account.”

Yash Nics’s mouth raised slightly: “Is he trying to kill me? Where is he?”

Dian Chu: “Chen Xiong and his entourage arrived at the Jiangnan Provincial City and stayed
at the Mountain Resort for the time being.”

“Chen Xiong seems to be a little jealous of you. It is said that he is going to attend Father
Liu’s birthday ceremony tomorrow. He will cheer up with General Liu and take the
opportunity to inquire about you.”

Dian Chu said in a low voice: “Your subordinates must remind you in advance that if you go
to Master Liu’s birthday banquet in person tomorrow, you will most likely meet Chen Xiong.”

Yash Nics’s eyes became deeper, and he said slowly. “It doesn’t matter. Since I let the words
go and asked the Yash family to kneel at my mother’s grave and confess within a month, I
will meet him sooner or later.”

“It’s just that the meeting time is earlier than I thought.  Just a little bit.”
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morning of the next day.

Yash Nics took a plane to the provincial capital.

In addition to Dianchu and Bahuwei, there is also Tong Ke.

Originally, Yash Nics planned to take Song Pingting and Song Qingqing to Master Liu’s
birthday banquet, but when he learned that Chen Xiong would appear, he gave up this idea.



Yash Nics did not want to spread to his wife and children because of his grudge with his
biological father.

In addition, Song Pingting has been busy with work recently, and she has accompanied him
to the provincial capital without any problems.

On the contrary, it was Tong Ke. In the last two days of vacation, she learned that Yash Nics
was going to the provincial capital, so she had a cheek and insisted to follow.

Yash Nics had no choice but to let her follow.

Provincial capital, suburbs, a very old farmhouse compound.

This humble farmhouse compound turned out to be the hometown of Liu Zhenping,
commander-in-chief of Jiangnan.

Liu Zhenping’s father, Liu Xian, was the principal of a high school, but he has already retired.

He lives in this hometown on weekdays, grows flowers and fishes, paints and writes, plays
and collects, and leads a leisurely life of recluse.

But today, Mr. Liu’s peaceful life was broken.

Lanterns and colorful lights were everywhere in the farmyard, and all kinds of vehicles were
parked in front of the door. Many people came to wish him his birthday.

Liu Zhenping wore casual clothes and brought a group of family members to accompany
Master Liu to greet relatives and friends.

There was no leader or Liu Zhenping’s subordinates at the scene.

Because Liu Zhenping said nothing, anyone working in the system was not allowed to
attend his father’s birthday banquet.

This time his father’s birthday banquet, he did not entertain his colleagues, only his relatives
and friends.

Therefore, most of the people who came to celebrate the birthday of Mr. Liu were relatives
and friends of the Liu family.



At this time, I suddenly heard someone shouting at the door: “Chen Xiong, the old man of
the Yash family in Jizhou, northern Jizhou, come and wish old man Liu a birthday.”

Chen Xiong came in with a group of entourage, and with a smile on his face, he handed his
hand to Mr. Liu and Liu Zhenping: “Hello, General Liu, Mr. Liu is well.”

“Yash wishes Mr. Liu a blessing in the East China Sea and a longevity than Nanshan.” Mr.

Liu smiled and said, “Good job!”

Liu Zhenping smiled and said, “Master Chen is interested!”

Chen Xiong laughed. : “I took the liberty to come and did not prepare any gifts.”

“But Yash is the honorary president of the Northern Calligraphy Association, and he has a
good handwriting in writing.”

“Or Yash will write an adverb for Mrs Liu. It’s a gift!” Mr.

Liu always likes to paint and write, and he also likes to collect calligraphy and painting.

Moreover, Mr. Liu, regardless of whether the calligraphy or painting came from a famous
artist, as long as he thinks the work is good, he loves it.

He heard that Chen Xiong, the honorary president of the Northern Calligraphy Association,
wanted to write to him on the spot.

He immediately became interested and said with a smile: “Well, let me prepare pen, ink, and
paper.”

The many guests around were also curiously surrounded, wanting to see the writing style of
the honorary president of the Northern Calligraphy Association.

However, before the servant brought the pen, ink and paper, suddenly another wave of
guests came.

Only heard the doorman welcoming guests at the door shouted: “Mr. Yash Nics from the
Ningda Group, come to wish Mr. Liu birthday.”



Yash Nics brought Dian Chu Tongke and others, marching forward.

“Boy Yash Nics, represents the Ningda Group. I wish Mr. Liu, a blessing like a mountain, and
a longevity.” Mr.

Liu didn’t know Yash Nics, but he was still very polite, and said with a smile: “Good job, the
visitor is a guest, please sit down.”

When Chen Xiong saw Yash Nics, his face had already darkened, and his eyes were
particularly sharp.

As Yan father saw Nizi, his expression was very scary.

Yash Nics had a calm face, only treating Chen Xiong as a stranger, and sat down calmly.
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At this time, the servant has prepared pen, ink, paper and inkstone.

Old man Liu smiled and said to Chen Xiong: “Chairman , come here, please wave a bit on the
spot, let the old man open his eyes.”

Chen Xiong glanced at Yash Nics intentionally or unintentionally, and then smiled and said
to Master Liu: “Good!”

Chen Xiong put up a pen after saying this.

In front of the crowd, he wrote a domineering poem by Zhu Yuanzhang: Kill a million soldiers
in the south of the Yangtze River, and the sword at his waist is still bloody.

Upon seeing this, everyone at the scene cheered: “Good words!”

Even Old Man Liu’s eyes lit up, and Chen Xiong’s words were very bold and domineering.



Even though Chen Xiong’s character is not very suitable for birthdays, Mr. Liu thinks Chen
Xiong is complimenting his son.

His son Liu Zhenping is the commander-in-chief of Jiangnan!

Chen Xiong came here to wish him his birthday, and he must have come for his son’s
identity.

Therefore, it is not surprising that Chen Xiong is a kind of flattery to his son.

However, when Yash Nics saw this word, the corners of his mouth rose slightly.

Of course Yash Nics knew that Chen Xiong was written for him.

Chen Xiong was demonstrating to him. He used calligraphy to convey a message to Yash
Nics: I have killed too many people, and the sword in his hand is still carrying blood. Killing
you more is nothing!

Sure enough, after Chen Xiong finished writing, he glanced at Yash Nics intentionally or
unintentionally, with murderous eyes in his eyes.

Yash Nics smiled slightly and stood up and said faintly: “When I came, I heard that General
Liu said that everyone is not allowed to bring gifts to celebrate birthday, so I did not prepare
birthday gifts.”

“Since there are pens, inks, papers and inkstones here, then I Also write a picture of
ugliness, give it to Mr. Liu, the right to be a gift!” Mr.

Liu heard the words and curiously said: “Young man, you can calligraphy, and the feeling is
good, you can also write a handwriting!”

Yash Nics did his part and picked up the pen calmly.

Then I started writing, and it turned out to be a thin gold body.

The font is beautiful and sharp, and only two lines of poems are flowing out of his pen: the
mistake of using old vinegar for ink, and the sourness on the paper for half of his writing.

“Good word!” The



audience cheered!

Old man Liu excitedly said: “Young man, you are a thin gold body, you can write better than I
have seen many thin gold body masters. You have the charm of Song Huizong.”

Even Liu Zhenping, Tong Ke and others looked at Yash Nics. This character is full of
surprise!

Liu Zhenping feels that Yash Nics’s character is a golden hook and a sharp edge, and he is
out of the north of the marshal.

Tong Ke didn’t know how to appreciate calligraphy. She felt that the two poems written by
Yash Nics were too poignant and beautiful. At the same time, she looked at Yash Nics
proudly and thought: My brother-in-law is very good at piano, chess, calligraphy and
painting, unparalleled in the world.

Different people at the scene have different feelings when they look at Yash Nics’s
character.

What Old Man Liu saw was his calligraphy skills, what Liu Zhenping saw was Yash Nics’s
sharp character, and what Tong Ke saw was Yash Nics’s delicate emotions.

As for Chen Xiong, he has an unusual understanding of Yash Nics.

Chen Xiong felt that Yash Nics’s character was written entirely in the tone of Yash Nics’s
mother, as if Yash Nics’s mother was lamenting his ill-fated fate.

Chen Xiong looked at this character, as if he saw his dead ex-wife standing in front of him,
blaming him for abandoning his wife and son, accusing him of unfair fate.

Chen Xiong’s face was pale, and he looked at Yash Nics in shock and anger!

Yash Nics casually inscribed a line of small characters on the side of this calligraphy, which
is the date.

Yash Nics had just finished writing the date, and Old Man Liu immediately exclaimed: “Oh,
boy, you made the wrong date for the inscription. Today is the first day of the lunar calendar,
not the tenth day of the lunar calendar!”



Yash Nics deliberately showed a surprised expression: “Date is it wrong?”

“It’s really on the tenth day, it doesn’t matter, it’s right on the tenth day.” When Mr.

Liu and others heard Yash Nics’s words, they couldn’t help laughing. Everyone thought Yash
Nics was very humorous.

However, Chen Xiong couldn’t laugh.

He knew that Yash Nics did not write the wrong date!

Yash Nics deliberately wrote the date as the tenth day, and the date was written for him.

The reason is simple, because Yash Nics’s deadline for all the Yash family to kneel down in
front of Yash’s mother’s grave is the tenth day of the lunar calendar this month.

Yash Nics is reminding Chen Xiong that before the tenth day of the tenth day, if the Yash
family does not go to his mother’s grave and kneel down to confess, then the Yash family
will be over.

The muscles in the corner of Chen Xiong’s eyes throbbed, his blood pressure soared, and
Yash Nics stared at Yash Nics with murderous intent.

If the eyes can kill, it is estimated that Yash Nics has been killed by Chen Xiong several
times.
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didn’t take long for Mr. Liu’s birthday banquet to begin .

Yash Nics and his party only drank two cups of shouji and left.

Chen Xiong didn’t rush to leave. He had a great amount of alcohol and accompany Liu
Zhenping to drink till the end.



Finally, Mr. Liu was very old and went back to the room to rest early.

Most of the guests also left, and the rest of the group who accompany Liu Zhenping to drink
were all lying on the table drunk.

Only Liu Zhenping and Chen Xiong were left on the host’s banquet table, who were not
drunk.

Liu Zhenping laughed and said: “Liu never drinks alcohol in the military on weekdays. Today
is the holiday, which is also the birthday of his father. There are also a bunch of relatives and
friends in the hometown, and guests from afar to accompany him.”

“I am in a happy mood today, and I can drink well. Have a good time, it’s been a long time
since I

’ve been drinking so enjoyable.” Chen Xiong was also drunk, but others were not drunk, he
smiled and said: “Hehe, it’s so glorious to be able to drink with General Liu. ”

Liu Zhenping smiled and said: “Hehe, drinking with me is what honor, your Yash

family has a lot of glory !” Liu Zhenping said of glory, in fact, refers to the Yash family who
came out of Yash Nics’s character, Guangzong Yaozu.

But Chen Xiong didn’t know what he meant, and only thought that Liu Zhenping was
speaking kindly.

He didn’t take it to heart, he just changed the topic and said intentionally or unintentionally:
“By the way, General Liu, that kid named Yash Nics, is he well connected with your family,
and he came to

congratulate your father on his birthday.” Liu Zhenping smiled. “It’s as light as water!”

Chen Xiong was overjoyed when he heard the words, thinking that the relationship between
Yash Nics and General Liu was as weak as water, and that there was no friendship.

It seems that Yash Nics came here uninvited to flatter.

He didn’t know that what Liu Zhenping said meant that the friendship between gentlemen
was as pale as water.



Chen Xiong immediately and curiously asked Yash Nics if he had any backing, for example,
did it matter in the army?

Liu Zhenping pretended to be drinking high, squinted his eyes and asked, “Master Chen, why
are you asking about this? Could it be that you had a feast with him and inquire about his
details?”

Chen Xiong’s face flushed when he heard this, and then he said nonchalantly, “It’s true, I do.
There is a contradiction with him, and it is a deep grievance!”

Liu Zhenping looked uninterested, waved his hand and said: “He has no backers in the army,
and I have no interest in your grievances, so be it.”

Liu Zhenping said After that, he ordered the captain of the guard next to him to see off the
guests, and he himself stood up, ready to go back to rest.

Chen Xiong bowed: “Thank you General Liu for telling me that Yash is leaving.”

Chen Xiong came out of Liu’s compound, and his men were already ready to drive and wait
for him.

He went to the Rolls-Royce and told the driver: “Go back to Mountain Resort, take a day off
tonight, and find revenge for the little brute tomorrow. I thought he was involved in the army,
it turned out to be a false alarm.”

Liu Jiada In the courtyard, in the study.

Liu Zhenping was not at all drunk. He was wiping his face with a hot towel. At the same
time, he asked the captain of the guard next to him: “Chen Xiong is gone?” The

captain of the guard said respectfully: “Go, General, this Chen Xiong is obviously for the
young marshal. Shall we help?”

Liu Zhenping laughed haha: “This little thing, Yash Nics doesn’t need our help.”

“Besides, this is Yash Nics’s family affair. Let them, father and son, solve it by themselves,
and we outsiders should not interfere. “Okay.”



“You turn around and inform the leaders of Jiangnan, no matter how much wind and waves
Chen Xiong set off in Jiangnan, keep one eye open and close one eye. Just leave it alone.”
The

captain of the guard said solemnly: “Yes.”
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next day!

Chen Xiong arrived in Mannity City with a murderous attitude with four powerful warriors,
bloodhands, massacres, thugs, and Arhats, as well as a group of Yash family elite men.

On the way, Chen Xiong had already greeted Jiangnan’s leaders.

Jiangnan’s leaders were actually very face-saving, and they all agreed to the Yash Family
and Yash Nics’s affairs, turning one eye and closing one eye.

Since Jiangnan political circles and military leaders have all said that they will not be nosy,
Chen Xiong feels that he no longer has any fear.

Before Chen Xiong came, he sent someone to find out that Yash Nics married a girl from the
Song family as his wife and now lives in the Song family.

So, he took the Yash family’s four tigers, and hundreds of Yash family’s elite subordinates,
aggressively toward the Mannity Song family.

Boom!

The two vermilion gates of the ancestral home of the Song family in Mannity were directly
kicked flying, and the two door panels were heavily smashed into the front yard, making a
huge movement.

Chen Xiong strode in with his hands behind his back, the four tigers and a group of men.



When Song Qingsong’s family heard the huge movement, they brought their bodyguards and
servants out of the house one after another.

As soon as they arrived in the wide front yard, they saw the menacing Chen Xiong and his
party.

Song Qingsong, who alarmed, Song Fei Yuan’s bodyguard captain strode to meet her with a
few bodyguards, shouted: “! Who told you to break into the”

“Where are you coming out of the mountain artillery, dare we Song The family is in the wild,
looking for death?” The

Song family has recently been in Mannity, and it can be said that it has been doing the best.

Several forces in the East China Sea came to trouble the Song family, and they all fell in
Mannity.

Even the Tianzhu warlord Bacher came to find Yash Nics and Song Jia Moqi, and he planted
in Mannity.

Recently, the Song family has swelled, and even the security guards at their house feel that
they are so awesome and inadequate.

Chen Xiong did not speak, but looked at Yuan Fei indifferently.

Yuan Fei stared and said: “Why, you are dumb, I’m talking to you!”

The bloody hands among the four tigers beside Chen Xiong’s body suddenly moved,
swishing towards Yuan Fei, as fast as lightning.

Upon seeing this, Song Qingsong’s family couldn’t help exclaiming.

Yuan Fei only felt a flash of the figure in front of him, and the bloody hand had already
crashed into his arms.

boom!

Yuan Fei felt as if he was hit by a rushing rhinoceros. The whole person flew out and fell
heavily to the ground. There was a shocking hole in his chest.



Yuan Fei tilted his head and died on the spot.

Everyone at the scene looked at the tall, thin, expressionless bloody hand with horror. In

the right palm of the bloody hand, there was a bloody heart.

It is Yuan Fei’s heart!

It turned out that when the blood hand hit Yuan Fei’s arms just now, it not only hit Yuan Fei,
but also dug out Yuan Fei’s heart abruptly.

The bloody hand looked at the beating heart in his palm, grinned and grasped hard with his
five fingers.

With a slap, it squeezed the heart directly.

Everyone in the Song family at the scene turned pale one by one.

Some people’s feet tremble uncontrollably, and even the smell of urine fills the air.

Song Qingsong’s old face was also full of horrified expressions. He looked at Chen Xiong in
horror, and said with a trembling, “Who are you guys? Why did our family offend you? Why
do you kill if you don’t agree?”

Chen Xiong stood with his hand. Said proudly: “All the people from the Song family kneel
down for me and tell Yash Nics to come out and die.”
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Song Qingsong’s family changed their expressions after hearing this!

Among the several bodyguards, someone couldn’t help but say loudly: “You found the wrong
place, Yash Nics does not live here.” As



soon as the voice fell, the people behind Chen Xiong shot.

boom!

Ren Tu raised his hand and punched the head of the bodyguard who spoke!

Bang bang bang!

Several other bodyguards were also slaughtered and fisted, all killed on the spot.

People slaughtered the bodyguards of the Song family, grinning grinningly: “Does anyone
still think that our Lord Chen has found the wrong place?”

All of Song Jianan’s face was pale and sweaty.

All the women subconsciously covered their mouths with their hands, for fear of vomiting
them out. I was also afraid that a little noise would arouse dissatisfaction with these
murderers, and would be poisoned.

Tu people see a butcher slaughtered swine and sheep-like eyes, looking at the Song
Qingsong an awe-inspiring: “? Since no one thought we looking in the wrong place, Chen Ye,
Yash we make you kneel down, and you dare to stand”

thump!

Thump Thump Thump Thump—

Song Qingsong, Song Zhongxiong, Song Zhongping, Song Haoming, Song Feifei, Ge Meili
and dozens of people from the Song family knelt in fright.

The Blood Hand personally brought in a great chair and asked Chen Xiong to sit down.

Chen Xiong sat on the Grand Master’s chair with a golden sword and looked at the Song
family who were kneeling in front of him, except that Yash Nics was not seen.

He faintly said: “Yash Nics is the grandson-in-law of your Song



family , where is he now, let the little beast get out and die!” Song Qingsong squatted on the
ground and said with a trembling, “Master Chen, you really do Wrong.”

“Yash Nics is my granddaughter-in-law, but Yash Nics and my granddaughter are at odds
with us, and they don’t live here at all.”

Not live here?

Chen Xiong frowned slightly, and then smiled again: “Hehe, no effort is needed. Since I’m
here, I won’t go to another place to find Yash Nics again. Call him to die!”

Song Qingsong crawled on the ground and said embarrassedly: “Master Chen, then Yash
Nics is at odds with our family, even if I speak, he won’t necessarily come over!”

“Furthermore, if he knows that you are coming to him for moldy, He knows that he can’t run
away right away!”

Chen Xiong heard the words and thought a little, then shouted: “Thug, Arhat!”

” Yes!” The thug and Arhat

among the four tigers of the Yash family responded in unison. .

Chen Xiong: “You two, pick two people from the Song family to lead the way. Go and arrest
all the people who have something to do with Yash Nics’s wicked animal. I will uproot this
wicked animal.”

“Yes!”

Soon. , The mob and Luohan selected two Song family juniors to lead them.

Then split the soldiers!

The mob brought a group of men to the Jiangbin community and arrested Yash Nics’s
family.

Luo Han took a group of his men straight to Dong Tianbao’s lair to catch Dong Tianbao.



In less than half an hour, Luohan bloody washed Dong Tianbao’s lair, Dong Tianbao’s
capable men, dead and wounded.

Even Dong Tianbao was half-dead, and he was arrested by Luohan in blood to the Song
family ancestor house.

boom!

The dying Dong Tianbao was thrown to the ground!

Arhat said respectfully to Chen Xiong: “Master Chen, fortunately not insulting my life. I have
already wiped out Dong Tianbao’s subordinates, and Dong Tianbao has also been arrested
by me.”

Chen Xiong smiled and said, “Okay, well done.”

Song Qingsong The family knelt on the ground, looking at Dong Tianbao, who was dying of
blood in front of them, and felt even more desperate.

Everyone in the Song family thought: It’s over, Yash Nics’s capable subordinates, Dong
Tianbao, the overlord of the Mannity underground circle, have been arrested half-deadly.

After Chen Xiong praised Arhat, he suddenly discovered that the mob took people to arrest
Yash Nics’s family. Why didn’t he come back?

Will you encounter any problems?

impossible!

Thugs are born with supernatural powers and have improper courage.

Not to mention catching Yash Nics is killing Yash Nics, and it is as simple as killing a
chicken and a dog. How can you encounter problems?

It must be on the way back!
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this time!

Yash Nics’s family is eating dinner.

Suddenly, Yash Nics, who had heard before, vaguely heard an almost inaudible fighting
sound coming from outside.

He frowned slightly, then glanced out the window.

Then, he stood up calmly: “Wife, you eat slowly, I remember one thing, go out and make a
phone call.”

After speaking, Yash Nics came out of the house.

Not far from Yash Nics’s villa, a gang of people was fighting fiercely.

It turned out that two violent winds and waves that secretly protected Yash Nics’s family
found a group of menacing bloodhands.

The two sides said less than a few words before fighting broke out.

The wind and fury are masters!

But the blood hand is also very strong, and there are ten Yash family elite men to help, the
two sides are inextricably fought for a while.

The violent wind and fury were able to quickly defeat the blood hand gang with their
abilities.

But I didn’t expect that after the match, the two of them couldn’t take advantage of any
advantage.



At this time, Kuangfeng noticed that Yash Nics had come out, and promptly reminded: “Mr.
Yash’s news, this group of people is stubborn, come to trouble, you are careful!”

Mr. Yash?

Yash Nics!

Seeing Yash Nics walking by, the bloody hand instantly showed an expression of ecstasy,
and directly left the two powerful enemies of the violent wind and fury, swishing towards
Yash Nics like a goshawk.

The bloody hand was as fast as lightning, and his right hand was like a claw, and he grabbed
Yash Nics’s chest fiercely.

He tried this trick repeatedly, and he was able to easily scratch his opponent’s chest and dig
out the opponent’s heart.

Both the violent wind and the angry wave, seeing the bloody hand suddenly attacking Yash
Nics, all became anxious, and said in unison: “Mr. Yash, be careful!” The

bloody hand was grinning, his fingertips had touched Yash Nics’s shirt.

He even foresaw that his hand would break Yash Nics’s chest, and then dig out Yash Nics’s
heart fiercely.

However, at this instant of sparking fire, Yash Nics had already taken action.

Yash Nics raised his hand and grabbed the wrist of the bloody hand.

Let the bloody hands stop abruptly.

The fingertips of the bloody hands had touched Yash Nics’s shirt.

But Yash Nics grabbed his wrist and couldn’t move forward any further.

His pupils suddenly enlarged, raised his head in disbelief, and looked at Yash Nics in shock.

This must-have move of him was caught by Yash Nics casually!



The bloody hand screamed, and was about to fight back.

Yash Nics slightly hardened, and with a click, took the lead in breaking the bloody hand’s
right hand.

The bloody hand has not had time to scream!

Yash Nics twisted his body and waved his arms, elbows like a knife, and slashed fiercely on
the door of the bloody hand.

With a loud bang, the blood hand face was deeply sunken and bloody.

He didn’t even scream, he fell down and was killed on the spot.

At this time, Dianchu and Bahuwei had arrived.

Dian Chu and his entourage, in coordination with the violent wind and fury, knocked down all
the other ten Yash family masters in the blink of an eye.

Yash Nics brushed his sleeves, looked at the dead bodies of the bloody hands and others,
and said indifferently: “Chen Xiong and they have come to Mannity?”

Dian Chu: “Yes, Chen Xiong and his party are now in the ancestral home of the Song family.”

Yash Nics was stunned when he heard the words. He guessed that Chen Xiong would come
to Mannity to find fault, so he dispatched the violent storms and waves to Dianchu and
Bahuwei to protect his family in secret.

Unexpectedly, Chen Xiong and his entourage went to the Song family ancestral residence
first.

Dian Chu said in a deep voice: “I just got the news that Dong Tianbao was also in an
accident.”

“Dong Tianbao’s nest was swept by the masters of the Yash family!”

“Dong Tianbao’s men were killed and injured, and Dong Tianbao was also beaten to death.
Half-dead, I was taken to the ancestral home of the Song family.”



Yash Nics said coldly: “Handle the scene, and then go to the Song family with me.”
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Song Family Ancestral House!

Song Qingsong’s family, dozens of people, all knelt on the ground, shivering.

Chen Xiong sat in the chair of the imperial teacher, majestic and domineering.

The three Chen Jiahu generals, Human Tu, Thug, and Arhat, stood beside Chen Xiong
majesticly.

Hundreds of Yash’s elite subordinates were standing around, waiting for Yash Nics’s family
to come by with blood.

When Chen Xiong saw that the time had passed more than an hour, he sent to arrest the
bloody hands and others of Yash Nics’s family, but there was no news.

He couldn’t help frowning, and while looking at his watch, he muttered: “What happened to
this guy like Bloodhand? He does things vigorously on weekdays. Why did he catch Yash
Nics’s family today and haven’t come back for a long time.”

Chen Xiong’s voice just fell, he saw him. A group of people stepped forward from the gate of
Song’s house.

He subconsciously thought that the blood hand was back, and said happily: “Blood hand,
you can count as back…”

Before the words came , Chen Xiong realized something was wrong.

He unexpectedly saw Yash Nics come in with a group of men unhurriedly.

Chen Xiong’s face changed drastically, and he stood up from his chair suddenly, and said in
anger, “Why did you come in swayingly, where is my bloody hand?”



Yash Nics said lightly, “He is the same as the Bull Demon King before. I will stay in Mannity
forever.”

Chen Xiong was shocked: “What, you said that the blood hand is dead too!”

Dian Chu said in a dull voice, “Everyone who dared to offend our young master is dead, and
he is naturally no exception. .”

Chen Xiong, the massacre, thugs, Arhats, and hundreds of Yash family elite subordinates all
showed shocked expressions when they heard the words.

The five tigers of the Yash family had inexplicably broken a bull devil before.

Now, even the bloody hands are dead!

You know, the five tigers and fierce generals of the Yash family, any one, can be regarded as
the strongest in the north!

Yash Nics looked at Chen Xiong, who was full of suspicion, and said coldly: “Chen Xiong,
although you expelled me and my mother from the door, you made my mother depressed
and died.”

“But I promised my mother before she died. , As long as you are willing to repent and admit
your mistakes, I will forgive you for not dying.”

“Now your Yash family has seven days to go to my mother’s grave and kneel down and
confess your mistakes.”

“This is also the last chance I give you. If you are interested, you will take it with you. . with
your people get out of here, hurry to my mother’s grave confession ”

Chen Xiong heard rage:” you Outsiders, dared to speak to me with this attitude, I do not
really think you willing to kill you “? ”

people Tu, thug, and Arhat, who of you is willing to take action and capture this evil obstacle
for me!”

Ren Tu, thug and Arhat, the three tiger generals, have not spoken yet.



Yash Nics had already said indifferently: “Don’t waste my time, let the three of them go
together!” When

Ren Tu, the mob, and Luo Han heard these words, they all showed anger.

The most grumpy mob was the first to roar: “I’ll take him!”

After speaking, there was a loud bang under the mob’s feet, and the whole person shot at
Yash Nics like a cannonball.

He raised his right hand, made a heavy punch, and slammed Yash Nics’s chest.

This punch made a sharp whistling sound of air current.

The air around the fist became distorted, showing the terrible power of this fist.

Yash Nics stepped up to meet him, raising his hand with a punch.

boom!

The two fists bumped together, and there was a muffled noise like a deep thunder.

Yash Nics doesn’t move at all!

The mob snorted, and stepped back more than ten steps in a row.

And his right arm has been twisted like twisting!

As a result of the two fists head-to-head, the thug’s right arm was directly disabled.

Chen Xiong’s eyes widened, his mouth opened, and he took a breath of cold air.
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Rentu and Luohan both were surprised when they saw this.

They thought that the bloody hands were killed, but Yash Nics and the gang used conspiracy
and other means to die insidiously.

But at this time, seeing Yash Nics abolished the thug’s right arm with a punch, they really
realized that Yash Nics’s strength was terrifying.

At this moment, Ren Tu and Luo Han didn’t dare to care for them anymore.

The two looked at each other, and they rushed towards Yash Nics almost at the same time.

The speed of the two of them was almost to the extreme, and everyone on the scene saw
only two afterimages, rushing towards Yash Nics.

In the raging wind and raging waves, seeing the two strong men jointly besieging Yash Nics,
they frowned and wanted to help.

Dian Chu said calmly: “The young master is fully capable of dealing with two opponents in a
small area. The rest of them will not move, and we will not move.”

Ren Tu slashed towards Yash Nics with a knife!

Luohan yelled and swept out.

Yash Nics’s face was calm, and he took two steps back with ease, and the attacks of the
two of them were all in vain.

Ren Tu cut a sycamore tree with a knife in one hand, and the barrel-thick sycamore tree was
cut directly, and half of the tree fell suddenly.

Luohan’s foot swept on a stone brave in the town house.

With a bang, the town house Shi Paixiu was kicked to pieces.

Everyone on the scene held their breath nervously and watched in shock as the two
members of the Yash family joined forces to besiege Yash Nics.



Yash Nics is like strolling in a leisurely courtyard, and like a flat boat haunting the waves.

Although Rentu and Luohan’s offensive was swift and violent, Yash Nics was able to deal
with it easily.

Yash Nics took a few steps back in a row, and all the ultimate moves that made people
slaughter Luohan failed.

Then Yash Nics began to fight back.

Yash Nics dashed into Ren Tu’s arms, and his elbow hit Ren Tu’s chest fiercely.

With a muffled bang, Ren Tu’s body shook like an electric shock, and his face became pale.

Ren Tu Dengdeng stepped back a few steps, leaving a string of deep footprints on the
ground covered with bluestone slabs, and then wowfully vomited a mouthful of blood mixed
with pieces of lung lobes, which was obviously severely injured.

Luohan roared and swept towards Yash Nics.

Yash Nics lifted his foot and kicked out in the same way, but with a faster speed and more
strength, the second shot hit Luohan’s calf joint first.

Click!

There was a frightening sound of broken bones.

Luohan’s right foot was unexpectedly kicked off by Yash Nics at the knee joint.

The kicked foot showed a weird V shape!

The people around had a tingling scalp, and they felt pain.

Chen Xiong’s eyes were round, and he couldn’t wait to stare out both of his eyes to see if the
scene in front of him was true.

Yash Nics actually crippled all three members of his Yash family in a short period of time!



Yash Nics looked at all the three seriously injured tiger generals of the Yash family, and said
indifferently: “The five tigers of the

Yash family, but you .” “Chen Xiong, are you still obsessed with it now?”

Chen Xiong recovered from the shock, he looked at one. Yash Nics, who looked like a
vice-jun over the world, burst into anger from the bottom of her heart.

No one can endure his son talking to himself in this tone.

Not to mention that Yash Nics was still the son Chen Xiong looked down upon, and was a
trash who was expelled from the house by his own hands.

My own trash son, who speaks to himself in such a tone, what is he?

Chen Xiong was frightened and angry at this time, already a bit irrational.

He is like a red-eyed gambler, eager to win back a city; and like an emperor who has been
usurped, eager to kill the rebellious prince.

He vigorously ordered hundreds of elite Yash family men on the scene: “Everyone in the
Yash family listens to the order, all shots, and kills this evil man for me.”


